Russell and Susan Zeedyk Farm

Township: Washington  
Established: 2001  
Current Owner: Russell & Susan Zeedyk  
Grow/Raise: Corn and Soybeans  
Past Grown/Raised: Corn, Soybeans, and Wheat  
Brand of Equipment: Case IH  
Generations: Just one where the buildings are located

Russell’s great grandpa bought the first 40 acres of this farm in 1936. Some of the money he used was from war bonds that he received from being in WWI. He was able to purchase the 40 acres from the war bonds, some savings, and a loan from the bank. The 40 acres was purchased for $2000. Russell takes the most pride in the fact that his great grandpa bought 40 acres, and then his grandma bought 40 acres beside it. After that, his wife Susan and he bought 80 acres beside that and the 80 acres from his grandma to make 160 acres around their current home. Russell and Susan are both happy to be able to raise their kids on this farm that is in a good location and community with great neighbors.